Folding of a small RNA hairpin based on simulation with replica exchange molecular dynamics.
The folding of a small RNA tetraloop hairpin is studied based on intensive molecular dynamics simulation, aiming to understand the folding mechanism of this small and fast RNA folder. Our results showed that this RNA hairpin has very complicated folding behavior in spite of its small size. It is found that the folding transition has low cooperativity. Instead of a two-state folding, four major states are observed, including the native state, the intermediate, the unfolded state, and the misfolded state. The misfolded state is mainly stabilized by the non-native hydrogen bonds, and is more compact. Two potential folding pathways, in which two basepairs formed with different order, are observed, and the pathway with the inboard basepair formed before the terminal one is much more favorable, and dominates the folding of the RNA hairpin.